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Abstract— Better understanding of palpation techniques during 

unsighted physical examinations has mostly been limited to 

qualitative and quantitative studies of performance of experts 

whilst conducting examinations on plastic benchtop models. 

However, little is known about their performance when 

conducting such examinations on real subjects. Objective: The aim 

of this paper is to better understand palpation techniques of 

experts whilst conducting a Digital Rectal Examination on a real 

subject. Methods: We recruited four consultants from relevant 

specialties and asked them to conduct two DREs on a Rectal 

Teaching Assistant whilst wearing small position and pressure 

sensors on their examining finger. We segmented the relevant 

anatomy from an MRI taken of the pelvic region, registered 3D 

models and analysed retrospectively performance in relation to 

executed tasks, supination/pronation, palpation convex hull and 

pressure applied. Results: Primary care consultants examined the 

anatomy more holistically compared to secondary care experts, 

the maximum pressure applied across experiments is 3.3N, overall 

the pressure applied on the prostate is higher than that applied to 

rectal walls, and the urologist participant not only applied the 

highest pressure but also did so with the highest most prominent 

frequency (15.4 and 25.3 Hz). Conclusions: The results of our 

research allow for better understanding of experts’ technical 

performance from relevant specialities when conducting a DRE, 

and suggest the range of pressure applied whilst palpating 

anatomy. Significance: This research will be valuable in improving 

the design of haptics-based learning tools, as well as in 

encouraging reflection on palpation styles across different 

specialities to develop metrics of performance.   

 
Index Terms— Tracking technology, pressure sensors, 

quantitative analysis, visualisation, palpation, imaging, 

performance, metrics, simulation. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

nsighted physical examinations, such as Digital Rectal 

Examinations (DRE) and Bimanual Vaginal Examinations 

(BVE) require the integration of interpersonal, psychomotor, 

cognitive and communication skills, clear patient orientation 

and instruction, appropriate feedback to the patient regarding 

the findings, and a meticulous, thorough, and skilful technique 

[1]. These examinations are used to diagnose anorectal [2], 

prostate and gynaecological abnormalities and are performed 

by a range of clinicians in primary, secondary and community 
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care settings, including general practitioners, continence, 

urologist and colorectal nurse practitioners, urologists, 

gynaecologists, and colorectal surgeons.  

Traditional learning resources for medical students to train 

on DRE include examinations texts, diagrams of 2D sagittal 

views of pelvic anatomy, plastic benchtop models, Rectal 

Teaching Assistants (RTA) and patients during clinical hospital 

rotations [1,3]. However these examinations are challenging to 

learn and teach for a number of reasons. Patient anatomical 

variability is difficult to learn from diagrams, plastic benchtop 

models are limited in their realism and repertoire of 

pathologies, and RTAs are mostly healthy volunteers and rarely 

available in medical schools. Moreover, trainees are randomly 

exposed to clinical cases amid anxieties due to the nature of an 

intimate examination whilst practising on patients. More 

crucially, there is a lack of feedback during and after training as 

well as an ineffective assessment of performance as a result of 

being unable to see trainees’ performance.  

Whilst most approaches aim to provide more efficient 

mechanisms for training such as virtual haptics-based 

simulators [4-6] or augmenting their learning experience via 

see-through views of the anatomy [7], little is known about 

palpation skills and what constitutes adequate performance. 

Consequently, due to inexistent validated metrics, medical 

students are unable to reflect on performance and receive 

effective feedback from medical tutors. Qualitative approaches 

in the form of Cognitive Tasks Analysis (CTA) describing the 

necessary steps to conduct an examination [8,9] and 

quantitative approaches that use sensors technology to track the 

position of the examining finger and measure the amount of 

applied pressure [3,10-12] have been proposed to study 

performance on benchtop models. Unfortunately, our 

understanding of palpation skills is limited by how realistic the 

benchtop models are and is affected by the lack of integration 

of other skills that are necessary whilst performing intimate 

physical examinations.  
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Our motivation is to better understand palpation techniques 

of unsighted examinations by experts on human subjects. The 

aim of this paper is to provide qualitative and quantitative 

insights into the tasks performed during DRE on an RTA using 

sensors technology. Our main contributions are: 1) a fully 

comprehensive trajectory and pressure analysis of performance 

during DRE on a human subject, 2) extensions to previous 

methods originally designed on benchtop models and adapted 

to human subjects, and 3) a comparison of performance of four 

relevant clinical specialties within a contextualised clinical 

setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a 

complete analysis of performance of experts on a real subject is 

presented, apart from a system feasibility study investigating 

BVE on Gynaecological Teaching Assistants [11].  

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Position Tracking and Pressure Sensing 

We use a real-time visualisation and analysis framework 

[11,12] based on an electromagnetic tracking system (Aurora 

Northern Digital Inc. Ontario, Canada) using a 6DOF position 

sensor coil (Aurora Micro 6DOF 0.8mmx9mm) and a 

capacitive pressure sensor system (FingerTPS Pressure Profile 

System, Inc. USA) with one pressure pad. 

 

B. Experimental Study 

Four clinical experts from four relevant clinical specialties, 

namely a General Practitioner (GP), a colorectal Nurse 

Practitioner (NP), a Urologist (UR) and a Colorectal Surgeon 

(CR) were recruited to perform a DRE on a Rectal Teaching 

Assistant (RTA), the only one available in the UK at the time 

of this study (2016). Ethics approval was granted by the NHS 

National Patient Safety Agency Research Ethics Committee 

(reference number: 09/H0701/68). The four participants and the 

RTA signed consent to participate. During a single day, four 

different time slots, one per clinical expert, were scheduled and 

the RTA’s pelvic region was MRI-scanned at the MR Therapy 

Centre at St. Mary’s Hospital. The study took place in an office 

space in the Paterson Centre at St. Mary’s hospital, London, 

UK. We use a Portable Assessment Environment (PAE) system 

developed by our group consisting of hard panels with images 

printed on them to contextualise the clinical setting during our 

study (Fig. 1). 

Before entering the examination room, the clinical expert 

was required to remove any metallic parts from his/her body 

and to wear both a magnetically-tracked position sensor coil 

and a pressure sensor pad before wearing clinical gloves. 

Before examining the RTA, the clinical expert was asked to do 

a pressure sensor calibration and a finger orientation calibration 

[12]. Participants were asked to follow a progress bar on a 

computer screen while calibrating the pressure pad with the 

reference sensor within the FingerTPS Chameleon® software 

to guarantee that the calibration was similarly done by all 

participants. We also minimised drift of pressure sensors by 

following the manufacturer’s recommendations, including: use 

of correct size of pressure pad, ensure the pad is not loose, allow 

light use for few minutes before calibration and gently move 

examining finger to discard any changes in magnitude. We also 

set the baseline to zero before starting each examination. 

The RTA was then asked to undress and lay on the bed on 

his left side with his pelvic region just underneath the magnetic 

tracker. Participants were instructed that movement of the RTA 

should be avoided once landmarks are recorded and until the 

two examinations have been fully performed. The clinical 

expert was asked to touch four different landmarks on the RTA 

with her/his index finger (tracked by our system) in the 

following order: 1) anterior superior iliac spine, 2) greater 

trochanter, 3) end of coccyx, and 4) sacrum/lumbar spine (Fig. 

2). These landmarks were used for registration of MRI 

segmented anatomy with sensors data. Clinical experts were 

then asked to perform two DREs while position and pressure 

data was recorded. 

  

 
Fig. 1.  Simulation environment for our experimental study. During each time 
slot, we recorded performance of a clinician doing two DREs on a RTA whilst 

wearing a position and a pressure sensor on the examining finger. The RTA 

wore a dressing gown and lay in left lateral position under the Aurora 

electromagnetic tracker. 

  

 
Fig. 2.  Bone anatomical landmarks touched on RTA by clinicians before 
examination: 1) anterior superior iliac spine, 2) greater trochanter, 3) end of 

coccyx, and 4) sacrum/lumbar spine. Landmarks are used for image 

registration to position sensors space. 
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C. Image Segmentation  

Delineation of the necessary pelvic anatomy was undertaken 

under supervision and guidance from a consultant radiologist at 

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London, UK (Fig. 3). We 

followed [13,14] to correctly identify crucial structures for our 

analysis, namely the anal canal, puborectalis sling and pelvic 

floor structures (Fig. 4 left). 

Pelvic anatomical structures including the prostate, bladder, 

rectum, anal canal, a subsection of the pelvic floor and pelvis 

were manually and semi-automatically segmented using ITK-

SNAP (http://www.itksnap.org) and post-processed in 

MeshLab (http://www.meshlab.net) using a Two-Step Smooth 

and Laplacian Smoothing filters to correct artefacts from the 

segmentation process (Fig. 4). 

D. Visualisation and Analysis Framework  

The visualisation and analysis framework introduced in 

[11,12] was adapted and extended for the Unity game engine 

(https://unity3d.com) to facilitate the analysis with improved 

graphics rendering (Fig. 5). The segmented organs were 

manually aligned to the landmarks touched by the clinician 

during the study and subsequently registered using the Iterative 

Closest Point (ICP) algorithm.  

We performed task analysis by replaying each of the eight 

examinations and annotating the steps performed together with 

their observed time intervals based on an adapted version of a 

Cognitive Task Analysis for DRE [8]. 

To facilitate analysis, we took four landmark points of the 

pelvis as a reference frame and built quadrants of the pelvis that 

are used to compute supination and pronation of the finger (Fig. 

5 left). North and south coordinates (at zero and 180 degrees) 

refer to right and left lateral position, respectively. East and 

west coordinates refer to anterior (where prostate is located) and 

posterior (at the level of coccyx/sacrum), respectively. Finger 

insertion depth is computed based on the position of the tip of 

the finger projected to a centreline, which is constructed with 

three anatomical locations: 1) the anus, 2) puborectalis sling 

located between the anal canal and the rectal ampulla, and 3) a 

position along the rectum and above the base of the prostate 

opposite the seminal vesicles. The location of the first two 

landmarks was confirmed by using a priori knowledge of 

pressure data, i.e. from gentle pressure applied by clinicians 

upon initial finger insertion, and pressure recorded at its highest 

during finger insertion, respectively. Anatomical locations are 

shown as blue spheres in Fig. 5 right and pressure data is shown 

in Fig. 8 (see extreme points of red series at the beginning of 

the examination). 

We also extended our analysis of palpation skills by 

computing a palpation convex hull inside the rectal ampulla to 

better understand the palpation space explored by clinicians and 

by investigating prostate examination in the frequency domain. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.  3D models of relevant pelvic anatomy including: pelvis (white), anal 
canal (blue), pelvic floor (pink), rectum (translucent orange), prostate (red) 

and bladder (yellow). 

  

 
 

Fig. 4.  3D models of relevant pelvic anatomy including: pelvis (white), anal 
canal (blue), pelvic floor (pink), rectum (translucent orange), prostate (red) 

and bladder (yellow). 

  

 
 
Fig. 3.  Axial, coronal and sagittal planes of manual and semi-automatic 

segmentation. 
  

 
 

Fig. 5.  Visualisation and analysis framework in Unity3D. Two different views 

of the pelvic anatomy whilst playing back the performance of a consultant 
examining the RTA. Anal canal and rectum are shown with translucent 

textures, prostate in red, bladder in yellow and pelvis in white colours. Left: 

the pelvis is used as a reference frame (red lines) to compute 
supination/pronation. Right: a centreline is computed between three points: the 

anus, puborectalis sling and above base of prostate (shown as blue spheres) to 

compute finger insertion depth. 

  

https://unity3d.com/
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TABLE I 

OBSERVED TASKS OF FOUR CONSULTANTS DOING TWO DRES ON A RTA 

Anatomy Task Description GP NP UR CR 

anus 24 apply gentle pressure •○ •○ •○ •○ 

anal canal 25 insert finger into sphincters anteriorly   •○  

 26 insert finger into sphincters posteriorly •○○ ••○  •○ 

 27 assess sphincter tone ○ •   

rectum 28 insert finger beyond sphincter into rectum •○ •○ •○ •○ 

coccyx 29 palpate coccyx •○○ ••  ○ 

rectum 30 finger insertion •○○○    

 31 palpate rectal walls •• ••   

 32 sweep of rectal walls ••○○○ ○  ••○ 

 33 compliance on rectal walls  ••○○   

prostate 34 sweep / inter-lobe ••○○    

 35 inter-lobe palpation  ••○ •○  

 36 global palpation (base-mid-apex) ○  ○○  

 37 left lobe palpation ••○○    

 38 right lobe palpation •••○○ •○ ○ ••○○ 

 39 compliance (pad of finger) • ••   

 40 compliance (top/side of finger)  ••   

rectum 42 finger removal •○ •○ •○ •○ 

anal canal 43 finger removal •○ •○ •○ •○ 

First examination is shown in black circles and the second one in white circles. 

 
Fig. 6.  Position (point cloud) and pressure (colour-mapped) data of two examinations performed by each clinician, together with a convex hull (and its volume) 
of those points within the rectal walls. 
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III. RESULTS 

A. Task Analysis 

Table 1 shows the results of the conducted task analysis by 

listing those executed tasks that were observed during playback. 

Although we started our analysis with a subset of tasks from the 

original CTA for DRE, we annotated steps based on the 

palpated anatomy and the type of exploratory movement 

observed. Therefore, task numbers do not correspond to those 

ones reported in [8]. 

B. Palpation Convex Hull 

A convex hull was computed in MATLAB for each 

examination based on the finger positions within the rectal 

walls in order to quantify the volume of the palpated internal 

space. Fig. 6 shows a sagittal and an axial view of the position 

of the examining finger (point cloud) and its computed convex 

hull. Each recorded position is colour-mapped with the amount 

of pressure applied on the anatomy. 

We found that the GP palpated the internal anatomy with the 

largest volume (v1=52,060 mm3 and v2=37,752 mm3), followed 

by the UR (v1=12,029 mm3 and v2=17,348 mm3), the CR 

(v1=8,615 mm3 and v2=15,051 mm3) and with the smallest 

volume palpated by the NP (v1=5,703 mm3 and v2=7,965 mm3). 

With the exception of the UR, the palpation space explored by 

clinicians is posterior, whereas the space palpated by the UR 

appears anteriorly, that is, towards the prostate. 

C. Supination and Pronation  

Based on the quadrants computed using the pelvis as a 

reference frame, supination and pronation are plotted in polar 

coordinates of penetration depth and the number of degrees that 

the examining finger supinated/pronated for each examination 

(Fig. 7). Similar patterns are observed for both examinations of 

the same participants and conspicuous differences are evident 

across participants. For example, the GP and the NP alternate 

between the rectum and the prostate more frequently, the UR 

focus only on the prostate and the palpation of the right lobe 

with the finger facing upwards is evidently done by the CR. 

 

 

 

  
Fig. 9.  Violin plots of pressure applied by each participant stratified by anatomy (top) and by tasks related to prostate palpation (bottom). Finger insertion (28) and 

removal (42) tasks in the rectum are not plotted. 

  

 
Fig. 7.  Palpation styles during both examinations by four consultants of different specialties. First examination is shown above and second below. From left to 
right: GP, NP, UR and CR. 
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D. Pressure Analysis 

The maximum pressure observed during experiments was 

1.9N, 2.6N, 3.3N and 2.6N by the GP, NP, UR and CR, 

respectively. The pressure applied during each DRE is shown 

in Fig. 8. Tasks executed by clinicians are colour-mapped by 

regions of the anatomy, including: anal canal (red), rectum 

(green), prostate (blue) and coccyx (grey). 

We observed that one of the highest pressure magnitudes 

observed is a peak during finger insertion beyond the anal 

sphincters into rectum (Fig. 8). This is explained by the fact that 

the space inside the anal canal is more constrained compared to 

that of the rectum. Interestingly, we observed an increasing 

force rather than a steady force throughout the anal canal once 

the finger is inserted. The peak magnitude also corresponds 

visually to a position between the segmented models of the anal 

canal and the rectum. It can also be noticed that the UR applied 

even slightly higher pressure on other tasks (including finger 

removal) compared to the peak pressure applied during finger 

insertion, and overall applied higher pressure compared to other 

specialists. 

The GP applied a high pressure whilst palpating the right 

lobe (just after sweeping of rectal walls and inter-lobe) and then 

during compliance at around 1.5N. The sweep of rectal walls 

was done with lower pressure compared to the pressure applied 

when reaching the prostate and palpating the lobes. The GP also 

applied slightly less pressure during the second examination. 

The difference in pressure applied to the rectum and prostate is 

lower by GP and CR, and larger by the NP (Fig. 9). 

Similar to [10,12], pressure data was transformed from the 

time domain to the frequency domain in MATLAB R2017a to 

investigate the most prominent frequency and its corresponding 

power of applied pressure of each examination when palpating 

the prostate (Fig. 10). We found that the UR palpated not only 

with the highest pressure but also with the highest most 

prominent frequency (15.4Hz and 25.3Hz) compared to other 

clinicians, with frequencies smaller than 10Hz. The 

examinations done by the NP are characterised by the lowest 

most prominent frequency of palpation (0Hz and 3.7Hz) and the 

highest power (0.86 and 0.8) of normalised pressure.   

 

 

 
Fig. 8.  Pressure applied (in Newtons; y axis) through time (in seconds, x-axis) of the two DREs performed (first – left; second – right) on a RTA by a GP (1st 

row), a NP (2nd row), a UR (3rd row) and a CR (4th row). Annotation of tasks is shown in different colour tones, whilst palpating the anal canal (red), rectum 

(green), prostate (blue) and coccyx (grey). Finger insertion depth (in m) is plotted as a dashed grey line. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Through a visualisation and analysis framework, we were 

able to record the performance of experts doing two DREs on a 

real subject whilst wearing position and pressure sensors. 

Together with MRI-scanned segmented pelvic organs and 

playing back performance, we report tasks executed by 

clinicians and study the pressure applied throughout unsighted 

examinations. Based on our observations of position and 

pressure information, an extended CTA for DRE analysis that 

better characterises the tasks performed during internal 

palpation is presented. More importantly, we quantitatively 

report pressure applied during DRE, and can accurately 

describe in Newtons what the typical pressures utilised by 

experts for DRE are, as well as how much more pressure is 

applied on the prostate compared to the rectal walls, 

complementing and confirming previous qualitative studies. 

The registration of MRI-scanned segmented organs with the 

landmarks recorded from participants using the tracking sensor 

required a series of steps including localising the position of the 

anus and the position between the anal canal and rectum, 

together with manual registration, and lastly by running ICP.  

In our study, primary care physicians (GP and NP) performed 

DREs with a higher number of tasks and for longer periods of 

time compared to secondary care doctors (UR and CR). 

Related to pressure applied during palpation, the results 

reported above suggest a range of forces applied during DRE 

from zero to a maximum of 3.3N. This finding is of crucial 

importance since there have not been studies, to the best of our 

knowledge, that report the range of forces applied during DRE 

on real subjects. This finding can also provide more specific 

requirements for the design of haptic simulators with a range of 

forces that need to be rendered by a haptic device. 

We found the palpation convex hull useful in estimating the 

extend of the examination within the rectal ampulla. Compared 

to previous work that use video cameras to compute the 

working volume during surgical tasks from light-emitting 

diodes affixed to surgical gloves [19], our proposed palpation 

convex hull not only gives a better estimate of volume in 

contrast to a sphere, but also can be used during unsighted 

examinations on a real subject. Further studies could investigate 

whether a non-convex hull (e.g. alpha shapes) might better 

estimate rectal ampulla working space in the context of internal 

examinations. In the context of our study, whilst GP, NP and 

CR did more supination and pronation movements compared to 

the UR, the palpation convex hull performed by the GP was the 

highest. This could be explained by the fact that the GP 

performed more sweeps of rectal walls compared to other 

participants and that the maximum finger insertion depth was 

one of the highest above 100mm. The palpation styles plotted 

with polar coordinates could be used for summative feedback 

and for comparisons of performance between medical students 

and experts from different specialties. 

We also observed that participants consistently applied 

pressure across examinations (intra-examination) and 

substantial variability across participants (inter-participant), 

specially on prostate. However obvious this finding might be, 

since participants are of different clinical specialities, this is the 

first time pressure data is reported to confirm it. Across 

participants and experiments, initial finger insertion reached a 

peak of about 2N and the differences between prostate and 

rectum walls palpation are pronounced in all candidates but the 

CR, where pressure applied was around 1N. 

  

 
Fig. 10.  Pressure analysis in the frequency domain. Left: most prominent frequency of normalised applied pressure coloured by clinician (GP – 1; NP 

– 2; UR – 3; CR - 4). Right: maximum power (pressure applied) during each examination in non-normalised pressure. 
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Similar to previous studies investigating the Dominant 

Intentional Finger Frequency whilst applying firm pressure 

with varying intensity on a prostate bench-top model 

(characterised with water balloons) [10], we observe the most 

prominent frequencies below 30Hz, a range most sensible to 

vibrations relevant to rapidly adapting mechanoreceptors at the 

fingertip. Similarly, our results using normalised pressure (Fig. 

10 top) are within the ranges of those reported in [12] related to 

the most prominent frequencies and power during prostate 

palpation on a benchtop model. However, with the exception of 

the UR consultant, the most prominent frequencies of the rest 

of the consultants were lower than 10Hz. 

There are some limitations to the study presented in this 

paper. First, the number of participants and RTA (the only one 

in the UK at the time of this study) recruited is fairly limited 

and we envisage running further studies with more clinicians 

and with real subjects with known anorectal or prostate 

abnormalities. Related also to participants, self-selection bias 

and a Hawthorne effect may have had an impact on our 

findings. Second, whilst every effort has been made to minimise 

the errors introduced by sensors, it is possible that such errors 

may have inadvertently impacted the results. Although visual 

inspection of trajectories and pressure data confirmed that there 

was no movement of the RTA during examinations, a reference 

tracking sensor could be attached to the RTA to compensate for 

any possible movement. Third, whilst the RTA was examined 

in the left lateral position, the MRI sequence from which the 

anatomical models were delineated from was conducted in the 

supine position. Whilst there is evidence in the literature that 

hip flexion alters the anorectal angle [15] as well as the activity 

and functionality of the pelvic floor [16], there is little to none 

empirically quantifying the degree or nature of alteration in the 

left lateral position when compared with the standard supine 

position. The complexity of this issue is compounded by the 

fact that merely moving the position of the body from left lateral 

to supine, even without flexion of the hips, has in itself been 

found to significantly move some elements of the abdominal 

and pelvic anatomy [17,18]. Although we are unable to quantify 

the effect this may have had on the fidelity of the models to the 

anatomy in the relevant position, we mitigated this error by 

aligning the anatomy with the data captured from position and 

pressure sensors, particularly during initial finger insertion 

through the anal canal. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have conducted a fully comprehensive 

analysis of palpation skills during unsighted DRE on a real 

subject (RTA – Rectal Teaching Assistant). We demonstrate 

that our framework is sufficiently robust to be used on human 

subjects and provides qualitative and quantitative analysis of 

performance. In addition, extensions to previous studies 

originally designed on benchtop models, with adaptations to 

human subjects are presented, including: 1) an improved CTA 

with higher level of granularity, 2) a palpation convex hull for 

unsighted examinations, 3) detailed segmentations of pelvic 

anatomy aligned to sensors, 4) an improved playback tool for 

analysis, and more importantly, 5) a report of actual pressure 

values in Newtons, rather than normalised values through an 

improved sensor calibration protocol. In contrast to other 

systems that embed sensors on fixed locations in plastic models, 

by using small and unobtrusive sensors, we were able to study 

tasks executed, palpation styles and pressure applied by four 

consultants from relevant specialties that routinely perform 

DRE. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time, a 

qualitative and quantitative investigation of palpation skills of 

experts performing a DRE on a real subject is reported. In this 

study, we found that the range of forces applied on a healthy 

subject are within 0-3.3N. Whilst different palpation styles 

(tasks performed, palpation convex hull, supination/pronation, 

pressure applied) are observed across participants, we observed 

that palpation is consistent between examinations (intra-

examiners variability).  

Although it is difficult to generalise given the limited number 

of participants in this study, our framework was able to provide 

a detailed view of performance with insights into similarities 

and differences between examinations and across specialties. 

The preliminary findings of this paper indicate that unsighted 

physical examinations on human subjects can be 

comprehensively quantified resulting in a better understanding 

of palpation techniques. We foresee that the methods and 

results presented in this work are key for further studies doing 

statistical analysis of performance on healthy and abnormal 

cases, correlating correct diagnosis with quantitative and 

qualitative measures of performance, as well as investigating 

improved rating scales for assessment. 

In future work, we will study the biomechanical behaviour of 

the pelvic anatomy on palpation and improve our registration 

techniques to account for deformation of anatomy of a real 

subject in DRE lateral position with respect to a MRI of a 

patient in supine position.  
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